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during the renaissance, the italian novel had developed a more realistic, observational style, and the english renaissance novel is a direct
descendant of the italian models. novels in the english renaissance include arcadia (1587) by philip sidney, the faerie queene (1590) by

edmund spenser, and gulliver's travels (1726) by jonathan swift. but it is the 18th century that produced some of the greatest fiction in the
english language: samuel richardson's epistolary novels, clarissa (1748-1753) and pamela (1740), and daniel defoe's robinson crusoe
(1719). richardson's works were modeled on samuel richardson's pamela (1740) and clarissa (1748-1753). this was followed by jane

austen's pride and prejudice (1813) and sense and sensibility (1811). in the case of new authors, we may be surprised at the number of
chronological gaps, in a literary genre that concentrates on a given period in history, or in a specific country or region. the first names were

written in roman script, the second in arabic, and the third in devanagari. well known for his writings on the history of britain and the
empire, he wrote a history of the english people in 1965 and the english civil war in 1968, the latter being reissued in 1985. in addition, he

wrote the history of south lancashire, the history of shrewsbury, and a history of the commonwealth. malik was knighted in 1969, appointed
cbe in 1987, and made a life peer as baron malik of bradford in 1992. he was also a significant figure in the arts. he was a friend of the

playwright george bernard shaw, and of dylan thomas, whom he advised on the publication of a childs book of verse (1956). he was also the
first muslim to gain a seat on the council of the national portrait gallery, and was made an honorary associate of the royal society of

literature in 1994.
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